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Energy culture
Aim

- Promote energy culture
- Educate and inform:
  - families
  - teachers
  - individuals (children, teenagers and adults)
Educational

- **Formal Education**
  - National Curriculum vocational education (CFGS related to energy)
  - Teaching at university

- **Non formal and informal**
  - Workshops for primary and secondary schools
  - Parallel trials parents-children in primary schools
  - Online courses (Open University of Catalonia)
  - Exhibitions

- Workshop for teachers

- Information
Exhibition I: ExpokW

- 4,000 people in three years.
- Guided visits to: primary and secondary education and adults
Exhibition II: CO2 and climate change
Exhibition III: Accoustic
Exhibition IV : Alternative transport
Educational european projects

- New Education on Sustainable energy NESE ERK-CT1999-80001
- Self Directed Training for Local Energy Agencies XVII/4.1031/L/97-063
- Building an Internet Community for Cost Free Energy Saving in Public Buildings-BIC 4.1031/Z/99-060
- Training for building professional and craftsment/technicians – TUNE UP 4.1031/P/00-013/2000
- Virtual Campus For Renewable Energy
- Kyoto in the Home (2006-2008)
- Leonardo (2009): with teachers
- SIEU
- Kyoto-Comenius
Working with children
Parallel trials: parents and children
Working with secondary schools
Online courses with Open University

- Energy efficiency and renewable energies: domestic responses to Climate Change
- Energy efficiency in buildings
- Biofuels
- Save energy and money at home
- Solar thermal
- Path to Cancun: Climate Change
- Working at an Ecouniversity project
- Energy for social workers
Teachers Workshops

Eines i recursos per aplicar els compromisos de Kyoto a casa i a l’escola

Sant Cugat del Vallès
2007